Trump’s Iran zero oil plan hits snag

Iran’s joint oil fields could resolve regional tensions

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad has waved European countries to come and take a closer look at the developments in his country as their approaches to Syria are totally “divorced from reality.”

As Assad said in a Thursday meeting with a Polish delegation visiting the country, he hailed the European delegation’s visit to Damascus and said making such visits to gain a closer knowledge of the situation is the most important step for foreign governments to build a correct and realistic policy.

According to Assad, such visits help foreign states adopt positions and stances, which serve the interests of their people and contribute to their protection, the official Syrian Arab News Agency (SANA) reported.

But the Polish delegation didn’t take up his invitation.

One of the biggest mistakes made by many European countries is separation from reality,” Assad said, and “this is one of the main obstacles for foreign governments to build a correct and realistic policy.

European countries need to take a closer look at the latest developments. They said they are here to see how and in what manner the measures led by Syria against terrorist organizations have contributed to taking off any threat that could have been transported to the neighboring countries and to Europe. They also expected that the Syrian government would make efforts to make the region and regain control over all of its territory.

The European delegation’s visit to Syria came a day after the country strongly denounced the participation of foreign think tanks and the European Union, saying the latter are harming the Syrian people.

France, the Polish delegation led by MP (Member of Parliament) Pavel Skotnicki stated that the main purpose of their visit was to take a closer look at the latest developments. They said “we are here to see how and in what manner measures taken by Syria against terrorist organizations have contributed to taking off any threat that could have been transported to the neighboring countries and to Europe. They also expected that the Syrian government would make efforts to make the region and regain control over all of its territory fabricating the escalation of terrorism.

The European delegation’s visit to Syria came a day after the country strongly denounced the participation of foreign think tanks and the European Union, saying the latter are harming the Syrian people.
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Europe should work with Iran to counter U.S. unilateralism
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Probing Erdogan’s threat against Kurds amid Khashoggi’s case

European countries could resolve regional tensions.

West and Saudi’s Petro Dollars

A t though European countries have transformed the murder of Jamal Khashoggi by Mohammed bin Salman, they are simultaneously trying to cover the untimicable crime of the Saudis.

Khashoggi, the Saudi Arabian journalist and author, entered the Saudi Arabian consulate in Istanbul on October 2, 2018, but did not leave the building. Amid news reports claiming that he had been killed and dismembered inside, an inquiry of the consulate, by Saudi Arabian and Turkish officials, took place on October 15. Initially, the Saudi Arabian government denied the death, claiming Khashoggi had left the consulate cell. But on October 25, officials admitted that Khashoggi was killed inside the consulate, claiming he had been strangled to death after a fight had broken out. This was later contradicted when, on 15 October, Saudi Arabia’s attorney general stated that the murder was premeditated.

Although Western governments tried to show that they were severally against this brutal act by the Saudis, sending signals about Saudi Arabia’s brutality by countries such as Germany, Britain, and France have once again uncovered the true face of the European union in the international system. Britain and France (along with the United States of America), as the three permanent members of the Security Council, who have veto power due to the unfair structure of the world today, prefer their “commercial interests” to any other factor, including the lives of innocent people. However, this time it’s no more about Western governments; people all around the world raised to protest the murder of Jamal Khashoggi.

No doubt, in this equation, Theresa May, Merkel, and Macron are no more than mere players, and even Saudis’ billions of petrodollars can’t stop this process. Here are some points that should be accordingly taken into consideration:

The projection of the European authorities towards the murder of Khashoggi is quite noticeable. For example, as the Spiegel and the German media reported, German Chancellor Angela Merkel announced that she is stopping exporting arms to Riyadh until all the aspects of Jamal Khashoggi case is brilliantly investigated. 27
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Iran’s joint oil fields could resolve regional tensions

Iranian joint fields are in joint-ownership of two or more countries, which often presents various challenges. There is a special fervor over the need to focus on extracting from such fields, with international energy companies often invited to vie for generous extraction contracts.

Iran shares six oil and gas fields with its neighbors, yet, due to a lack of technological and financial investment over the past years, Iran has been unable to extract a competitive amount of oil from such fields. This has led to their exploitation by Iran’s neighbors. Shahin said that around 20 per cent of Iran’s recognized oil reserves and 36 per cent of its natural gas reserves are in joint fields.

So far, Iran has only been able to procure from ten of these fields. Despite an increase in productivity in those fields—most notable in the South Pars, in the Persian Gulf— the Rouhani administration has failed to acquire the capital and foreign technology needed to compete with, let alone acquire on edge oil reserves in terms of procurements.

The majority of Iran’s oil and gas fields are located on the Iraqi shores— Iran shares at least five oil fields with Iraq. For Iran, the biggest challenge is to increase oil production capacity and reach 2.3 million barrel per day (bpd). Iraq has been on those fields since Iran and, in 2010, the Iraq government, after鉴a long diplomatic game, signed joint fields with the aim of increasing production and developing an equal production capacity.

However, Iran was unable to invest more in these joint fields due to a lack of financial resources.

During the period in which heavy sanctions were placed on the Iranian energy sector, Iran produced 250,000 bpd from joint fields with Iran, yet Iran was able to reduce a mere 130,000 bpd in the same period.

Iraq recently signed oil purchase agreements with major international oil companies to increase its share from joint fields with Iran. Iraqi oil fields have been closed and added new conditions in order for oil companies to invest, offering increased benefits in return for technological know-how and investment. Iraq’s new contracts are more attractive for oil companies, while the fields themselves are geologically desirable for procurement. Iraq has a program to increase oil production from the joint fields.

Iran has production capacity in its fields in the Caspian Sea, where it has two oil fields shared with Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan. Both countries plan to increase production from these joint areas shared with Iran.

Iraq revised oil contracts and added new conditions with major international oil companies during the same period. Iraq also managed to sign agreements with major international oil companies, involving in Syria, including Turkey. The area is controlled by Kurdish fighters which Turkey regards as a threat to its national security. Turkey empowers the overrunning of the Kurdish areas in the north, and the Americans know that this will lead to a confrontation with the Americans that Ankara will not be able to withstand.

But Turkey’s concern could be in the oil fields located in the south of Turkey, where 90% of Syria’s oil and gas revenues and more than half of its oil imports are covered by Kurdish parties and tribes.

The east of Euphrates River in Syria has become the focal point of the parties involved in Syria, including Turkey. The area is controlled by Kurdish fighters and Americ-
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Tehran – The first edition of the Asian Junior and Under 23 Canoe Slalom Championships was held in Karaj, Alborz province from Oct. 31 to Nov. 5. The event was attended by different Asian countries including Iran, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Thailand, Vietnam, Chinese Taipei, Lebanon and India in two four-day competitions.

Canoe slalom is a competitive sport with the aim to navigate a specified course using a canoe, kayak, or raft, depending on the category, with the fastest time possible.
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**Chronology of Mazzard project to stop KPOCA**

The next round of economic sanctions on Iran, which will start going into effect on Nov. 4, will mainly target the country’s oil sector, following the U.S. withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) after the 2015 signing of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (APC), which ended Iran’s nuclear program.

Iran’s strategy is to monitor the implementation of these sanctions and to counteract them. Iran has already take some measures to mitigate the effects of these sanctions and to continue its oil exports.

**Commentary: Five reasons why Trump’s Iran sanctions will fail**

1. **The Trump administration’s strategy is flawed**

   - First, while the U.S. seeks to cut Iran’s oil revenues, it is impractical; there is no viable replacement for Iran’s 2.5 million barrels per day (bpd) market share.
   - Second, China and Russia are unlikely to continue buying Iranian oil, and Moscow is less likely to work with Washington on Iran.
   - Third, the White House’s decision to replace the JCPOA with a new deal that bears Trump’s name will fail.

2. **The European Union will resist U.S. unilateralism**

   - While the EU has imposed some sanctions on Iran, it is unlikely to impose stronger sanctions, which would lead to a rift with the United States.
   - The European Union has already shown its willingness to continue trade with Iran.
   - The EU is also unlikely to impose stronger sanctions, which would lead to a rift with the United States.
   - The EU is also unlikely to impose stronger sanctions, which would lead to a rift with the United States.

3. **The United States will face economic challenges**

   - The U.S. will face economic challenges as a result of the sanctions.
   - The sanctions will hurt the U.S. economy, as well as the global economy.
   - The sanctions will also hurt American companies, which will be forced to stop doing business with Iran.

4. **The international community will resist U.S. unilateralism**

   - The international community will resist U.S. unilateralism, as it is not in the interest of the global economy.
   - The international community will resist U.S. unilateralism, as it is not in the interest of the global economy.
   - The international community will resist U.S. unilateralism, as it is not in the interest of the global economy.

5. **The sanctions will fail to achieve their objectives**

   - The sanctions will fail to achieve their objectives, as the U.S. will not be able to孤立 Iran.
   - The sanctions will fail to achieve their objectives, as the U.S. will not be able to isolate Iran.
   - The sanctions will fail to achieve their objectives, as the U.S. will not be able to isolate Iran.

(Source: Reuters)
Fresh Israeli attacks on Syria deepen crisis with Russia: report

Russia and Cuba urge U.S. to rethink exit from nuclear arms pact

Russia reaches out to Afghan leaders for Taliban talks, angering Kabul

EU considers sanctions on Myanmar over Rohingya crackdown

UN votes overwhelmingly to condemn U.S. embargo on Cuba

Germany’s Merkel to press for extension of anti-Russia sanctions over Ukraine

The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) has overwhelmingly backed a resolution demanding a cease-fire in Venezuela and calling on the government to engage with opposition leaders.

The resolution was adopted by 133 votes to 2, with 12 abstentions, with an unprecedented 47 countries participating in the vote.

The resolution demands that the government of President Nicolás Maduro engage in a political dialogue with the opposition, and calls for a political solution to the crisis.

The resolution also demands the withdrawal of all foreign military personnel and mercenaries from the country, and the lifting of all sanctions imposed on the country.

The resolution was introduced by the United States and was co-sponsored by several other countries, including the United Kingdom, France, Spain, and Canada.

The resolution was overwhelmingly supported by countries from all regions of the world, with only two countries, Cuba and Venezuela, voting against it.

The resolution is a significant diplomatic victory for the United States and its allies, who have been pushing for a political solution to the crisis in Venezuela for several years.

The resolution is likely to be a major obstacle for the government of President Nicolás Maduro, who has increasingly leaned towards Russia and China in recent years.

The resolution is also likely to be a major point of contention in the upcoming regional summits, including the upcoming summit of the Lima Group.

The resolution is significant because it demands a political solution to the crisis in Venezuela, something that has been elusive in recent years.
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The U.S. trade deficit rose to a seven-month high in September as imports surged to a record high amid strong domestic demand, offsetting a slightly smaller fall in exports. The Commerce Department said on Friday the trade gap in goods and services increased 1.78 percentage points from the April-June period.

The politically sensitive goods trade deficit with China jumped 4.3 percent to a record high of $40.2 billion in September. Economists polled by Reuters had forecast the overall trade deficit to narrow to $39.9 billion.

Separate customs territory for Northern Ireland ‘unacceptable’: PM May’s spokesperson

U.S. trade gap widens; deficit with China rises to record high

Eurozone factory growth slowed again in Oct.

Hindustan Petroleum may buy Iran oil if India secures sanctions waiver

As sanctions coming Trump’s Iran zero oil plan hits snag

Crude oil sale at IRENEX to go on

Trump administration poised to cave on Iran sanctions

Another country that has been seeking a sanctions waiver in Turkey, which takes significant volumes of pipeline via neighboring Iran, raised its imports to a three-year high last week. The United States reimposes sanctions on Tehran.

The internationally sensitive goods trade deficit with China jumped 4.3 percent to a record high of $40.2 billion in September. Economists polled by Reuters had forecast the overall trade deficit to narrow to $39.9 billion.

The Trump administration is poised to offer a series of major concessions to Iran in coming days in order to keep key deals intact amid further uncertainty over the future of the nuclear deal.
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Oil price slipped further on Friday, hovering for a weekly low of more than 6 percent, after a report that Washington has granted several countries waivers on sanctions on Tehran, allowing them to continue to import Iranian crude.

Benchmark crude was down 20 cents a barrel at $72.69 by 0900 GMT. The contract has now lost more than 14 percent since the beginning of October.

The biggest increase has come this month from the UAE. “Oil prices slid sharply... on news that the U.S. administration would grant waivers for oil imports from Iran,” Goldman Sachs analysts said in a note to clients.

A list of all countries getting waivers is expected to be released on Monday, several industry sources said.

Despite these efforts, analysts say any potential Iranian oil sanction waivers would likely only be temporary.

Goldman Sachs said it expects Iran’s crude oil exports to fall to 2.5 million bpd by the end of the year, down from around 3.5 million bpd in mid-2017.

Beyond Iran sanctions, oil output has been rising in other OPEC+ members. The Russian Energy Ministry data showed on Friday that Russia’s oil output in October was 1.9 million bpd per day (bpd) of crude oil and in October, a 20-year high.

The production of the Petroleum Exporting Countries hosted oil production in October to 33.31 million bpd, up 390,000 bpd and the highest by OPEC since 2016.

U.S. envoy to EU voices ‘blatant threat’ to Nord Stream 2: report
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U.S. ambassador to Brussels Gordon Sondland on Friday, Washington administration’s European envoy to Brussels confirmed that talks were under way to produce a “pushback against any energy projects that could be an act of aggression or aggression by Moscow”.

The United States has recently confronted the governments on a number of issues, including the handling of various officials from the EU countries. The outcome is a long-term primary focus of the German mission in Brussels, which summed up this encounter. Despite his friendly tone, Sondland had the impression of “no true commitment” and “no true readiness”.

The US has even increased a pre-emptive vision for countering the construction of the pipeline with possible sanctions. Meanwhile, some experts point out that the US aims to boost its liquidated natural gas exports to the European Union and Ukraine, which may suffer from trade revenue from Ukrainian oil.

The survey aims to track supply to the market for LNG, the biggest and the lowest in the last 10 years, according to data from the Energy Ministry of IEA. A report released Friday that Iran’s crude oil output is now well over 1 million bpd, putting the country in the top five OPEC producers for the title of top producer.

But in June, however, Goldman expects Brent to fall to $84 a barrel, largely on concerns over the maintenance of the US oil sanctions.

The US administration plans to impose new sanctions on Iran, reflecting its confrontational approach towards the Trump administration. But it is now well over 1 million bpd, putting the country in the top five OPEC producers for the title of top producer.

Of the 25 percent of the 40 million barrels a day that Iran produces, most of it is sold to Europe. Iran also sold some of its oil to Asia, including China and Japan, but those sales have slowed.
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The new U.S. deal favoring China wins Southeast Asia's support

As U.S. policy toward China becomes more confrontational, its soft power in Asia is waning.

By Mark J. Valencia

Analysts are fervently debating whether the United States should adopt a “pivot” towards China or a modern version of their “Old Cold War.” It is of course too early to tell and there are many issues still to be resolved — between the “soft war” for the hearts and minds of Southeast Asia and the US vs. the China and the United States has suffered several setbacks.

“Soft power” is the capability to use economic and cultural means to shape the beliefs and behavior of others. The soft power struggle between the US and China in Southeast Asia is characterized by the rise of China as a major power in the region. The US and China have been engaged in a long-term struggle over the balance of power in this tense region.

China has strong soft power influence in the region, particularly in countries that are inclined to become a formal candidate for membership. It is also fraught with risks.

More Serbs live in the province than in the north; many fear involv would be an essentially ethnic-based land swap. Such a breakthrough involving border adjustments and a land swap. More Serbs live in the province than in the north; many fear involv would be an essentially ethnic-based land swap. Such a breakthrough involving border adjustments and a land swap. Such a breakthrough involving border adjustments and a land swap. Such a breakthrough involving border adjustments and a land swap.

The peace deal could still fail apart. Two previous peace talks since 2010 between the two once-hostile parties have failed. The current process, which had been endorsed by the UN, had hoped to have discussed creeping semi-autonomous Serb-settled northern Kosovo for the first time. The talks were named “Easterly to dally, of course, that no human rights violations had occurred;” when Serb laws that allowed the US to enter Kosovo.

Almost 4,000 miles from the city where his corpse was secretly buried — in one piece or in bits — by his Saudi killers, Jamal Khashoggi’s remains are making a circuitous journey. They are being conveyed back to his native Saudi Arabia. A deal concluded between Saudi Arabia’s international airports since its 1990-1991 war. Its 2016 declaration of independence has been recognized by most of the world, but not by China, which considers it a breakaway province.

A round the stone walls of the city of Xi’an, a city of bustling culture and history, sits the grave of the first emperor of China. His name is Qin Shi Huangdi, and he is buried there. The tomb is said to contain a vast army of terracotta warriors that were created to protect him in the afterlife. The site is now a UNESCO World Heritage site and attracts tourists from all over the world.
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While Americans have a military presence in eastern Euphrates, which is an obstacle to turning Ankara into an adventure. Erdogan is threatening to expel Syria’s Kurds from eastern Euphrates, but analysts believe that the situation is not as easy as the Turkish president predicts.

It is possible regarding his brutal murder and dismembering, the “knowing more” about this case.

We don’t threaten anyone and we won’t let anyone do things that threaten our borders,” he said on Oct. 26. “We’ll keep attacking until we get what we want.”
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Foreign currency

- A change of attitude in foreign policy and an attempt to eliminate tensions with neighbouring countries will be an important step towards the recovery of its oil and gas production capacities in the country of a short- and medium-term horizon. Yet Iran must resolve political tension with its neighbours and also negotiate with the West to those goals be to made be workable.

In 2017, Iran drew a Development Plan is possible only with foreign investment, which can play a key role in the world energy market, yet, as expected, with the violation of the JCPOA (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, more commonly known as the Iran nuclear deal) has motivated many regional rival to accelerate their activities further. Since major foreign companies, which are a result of a closely considered agreement, these firms have similarly sought activities elsewhere in the region. Unconfirmed reports of a state that around $6 billion worth of gas has been lost to last competitors. Any delay in the development of joint fields will thus cause irreversible losses for the country. Experts warn that any delay in signing contracts for foreign investment will hinder the development of joint fields and will help the neighbouring states to plunder Iranian oil reserves.

Cooperation between Iran and neighbouring Arab countries in the oil and gas field is important for Iran’s security. Various reports have pointed to the fact that the Islamic Republic of Iran has been losing a lot of investment and technology in the field of energy, which is an obstacle to the development of the country in the current circumstances. If these goals are to become workable.

Irans’ oil production from the Fars oil field – also in the south – is numbered at 38,000 to 40,000 bpd, while the Saudi side has far outstripped its rival with a production capacity of around 80,000 bpd. Similar difficulties and disparities are apparent in all shared fields in this area.

Joint oil and gas fields are important for all countries in the region, with all countries which share oil and gas fields with Iran gaining billions from their government. The US withdrawal from the JCPOA (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, more commonly known as the Iran nuclear deal) has motivated many regional rival to accelerate their activities further. Since major foreign companies, which are a result of a closely considered agreement, these firms have similarly sought activities elsewhere in the region. Unconfirmed reports of a state that around $6 billion worth of gas has been lost to last competitors. Any delay in the development of joint fields will thus cause irreversible losses for the country. Experts warn that any delay in signing contracts for foreign investment will hinder the development of joint fields and will help the neighbouring states to plunder Iranian oil reserves.

Cooperation between Iran and neighbouring Arab countries in the oil and gas field is important for Iran’s security. Various reports have pointed to the fact that the Islamic Republic of Iran has been losing a lot of investment and technology in the field of energy, which is an obstacle to the development of the country in the current circumstances. If these goals are to become workable.

Challenges in foreign policy and an attempt to eliminate tensions with neighbouring countries will be an important step towards the recovery of its oil and gas production capacities in the country of a short- and medium-term horizon. Yet Iran must resolve political tension with its neighbours and also negotiate with the West to those goals be to made be workable.

Challenges in foreign policy and an attempt to eliminate tensions with neighbouring countries will be an important step towards the recovery of its oil and gas production capacities in the country of a short- and medium-term horizon. Yet Iran must resolve political tension with its neighbours and also negotiate with the West to those goals be to made be workable.

Due to these factors, the lack of a comprehensive foreign policy and an attempt to eliminate tensions with neighbour countries will be an important step towards the recovery of Iran’s oil and gas production capacities in the country. In the current circumstances, if these goals are to become workable.

Analysts believe that the military operations carried out by Turkey on the outskirts of Aleppo have been doing in eastern Euphrates, for reasons like the democratic Syrian forces, whose number exceeds 100,000 people. Moreover, the Assad government has been at war with the YPG in northern Syria, and Ankara is trying to reduce this threat by sending in ‘moderate’ Turkish-backed forces. The YPG is an important force in the fight against ISIS, but some analysts believe that Ankara is trying to use it as a cover for its own expansionary agenda in the region.

The YPG and the YPJ are two major Kurdish armed groups in northern Syria, which have been fighting against ISIS since 2011. They are considered to be a stabilizing force in the region, and their withdrawal could lead to an increase in violence and instability. However, the Trump administration has been pushing for a Kurdish withdrawal from the area, citing concerns about their alignment with Iran and the Syrian government.

A recent US warning to the YPG to withdraw from areas near the Turkish border has added to the tension in the region. Analysts believe that the US has been trying to maintain a balance between its commitments to both Turkey and the YPG, but the situation remains complex.

In conclusion, the lack of a comprehensive foreign policy and an attempt to eliminate tensions with neighbour countries will be an important step towards the recovery of Iran’s oil and gas production capacities in the country. In the current circumstances, if these goals are to become workable.
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**Pars Diplomatic Real Estate**

**Apartment in Velenjak**
- 6th floor, 360 sq.m, 3 Bdr., with a suit, 3 bath rooms
- unfurnished, balcony, fire place, sqj, gym, lobby elevator, laundry, storage
- 2 parking spots
- $5000 negotiable
- Ms. Sara: 09128103207

**Apt in Darband**
- brand new, 80 sq.m, 2 Bdr.
- storage, parking spot
- Ms. Shayan: 09128484156

**Adam Apartment**
- 6th floor, 660 sq.m, 3 Bdr.
- balcony, garden, parking spot
- $6500 negotiable
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Triplex Villa in Jordan**
- 1380 sq.m land, 2000 sq.m built up, unfurnished, balcony, garden, parking spot
- 4-side entrances
- Price Negotiable
- Mr. Shayan: 09128103206

**Luxury Villa in Qasqas**
- 3000 sq.m land, 2600 sq.m built up, duplex, 14 Bdr., parking spot renovated, pool, gym, saloon
- servant quarter
- Suitable for
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Villa in Darous**
- duplex, 410 sq.m, 4 Bdr., balcony, garden, parking spot
- outdoor swimming pool
- Ms. Shayan: 09128484156

**Villa in Shahraz**
- duplex, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdr., semi furnished/unfurnished green yard, parking spot storage, large terrace backyard with good privacy outdoor swimming pool
- Ms. Shayan: 09128484156

**Luxury Villa in the North**
- 1200 sq.m built up, 2000 sq.m land, Big salon, servant, indoor pool sq block renovated and beautiful green garden, semi furn
- $18000 negotiable
- Suitable for Embassies
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Villa in Jahan Hotel**
- Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani Crossroads – Valiasr St.
- Tell: 66476855

**Indian Restaurant**
- Holder of ISO 9001:2008
- ISO 10004:2012
- ISO 10002:2014
- From Oxford Cert Universal

**Teheran Times**
- Iran’s Leading International Daily

**Best Consultation, Best Result**
- Intl. Department Manager: "Tina" 09128103205
- Tel: 22662452-8, Fax: 22667173
- Hot Line: 28141 info@parsdiplomatic.com
- www.parsdiplomatic.com

**Building & Office**
- Office in Shariati - Soheili brand new, 2 administrative offices, balcony, elevator, storage, parking spot
- Price negotiable
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Whole Building in Vanak**
- 4 floors, 4 apartments, each apartment 150 sq.m, balcony, area view, security parking spot, storage
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Luxury Office in Jordinh**
- new, between 180 to 240 sq.m flat, lobby, high quality security parking spot, 2 side entrances
- Price negotiable
- Suitable for
- Ms. Shayan: 09128440156

**From Oxford Cert Universal**
- Advertising Dept
- 021- 430 51 450

**Apartment in Dezashib**
- 3rd floor, 100 sq.m, 2 Bdr.
- fully furnished, balcony, garden, parking spot
- $1800
- Ms. Shayan: 09128440156

**Apt in Valiasr**
- 1st floor , 250 sq.m, 3 Bdr., unfurnished, sauna & swimming pool parking spot
- $1800
- Ms. Shayan: 09128440156

**Apt in Dezashib**
- 3rd floor, 120 sq.m, 2 Bdr.
- fully furnished, elevator, parking spot
- $1200
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**New Apt in Dooat**
- 3rd floor, 100 sq.m, 2 Bdr.
- fully furnished, parking spot
- $1200
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Apt in Zafaranieh**
- 3rd floor, 120 sq.m, 2 Bdr.
- fully furnished, elevator, parking spot
- $1800
- Ms. Shayan: 09128440156

**Apartment in Jordan**
- 70 sq.m, 1 Bdr., fully furnished parking spot, opposite to Mellat Park
- $1500
- Ms. Shayan: 09128440156

**Apt in Shariati - Soheili**
- 170 sq.m, 3 Bdr., sauna & pool, jacuzzi, nice & clean furn.
- Ms. Shayan: 09128440156

**New Apt in Doulat**
- 3rd floor, 100 sq.m, 2 Bdr.
- fully furnished, elevator, parking spot
- $1200
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Apt in Shahrak Qarb**
- 300 sq.m, 4 Bdr.
- semi furnished/unfurnished, green yard, parking spot
- nice yard, parking spot
- $1600
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Villa in Darous**
- 410 sq.m, 4 Bdr.
- balcony, garden, parking spot
- outdoor swimming pool
- Ms. Shayan: 09128484156

**Villa in Shahraz**
- duplex, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdr., semi furnished/unfurnished green yard, parking spot storage, large terrace backyard with good privacy outdoor swimming pool
- Ms. Shayan: 09128484156

**Luxury Villa in the North**
- 1200 sq.m built up, 2000 sq.m land, Big salon, servant, indoor pool sq block renovated and beautiful green garden, semi furn
- $18000 negotiable
- Suitable for Embassies
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Villa in Jahan Hotel**
- Rahimzade Alley – Taleqani Crossroads – Valiasr St.
- Tell: 66476855

**Office in Shariati - Soheili**
- brand new, 2 administrative offices, balcony, elevator, storage, parking spot
- Price negotiable
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Whole Building in Vanak**
- 4 floors, 4 apartments, each apartment 150 sq.m, balcony, area view, security parking spot, storage
- Ms. Diba: 09128103206

**Triplex Villa in Jordan**
- 1380 sq.m land, 2000 sq.m built up, furnish, outdoor swimming pool yard, parking spot
- 4-side entrances
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- 4-side entrances
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Researchers may stop Parkinson's by 'cooling off' their brain

Parkinson's disease, a progressive neurodegenerative disorder, affects around 10 million people worldwide. However, current treatments are largely aimed at alleviating symptoms rather than slowing the disease's progression. A recent study led by Trent Woodruff, an associate professor at the University of Queensland in Brisbane, suggests a potential new approach to treating Parkinson's disease.

In their study, the researchers identified a molecule that could prevent the progression of Parkinson's disease. The molecule, known as NLRP3, is involved in the brain inflammation that occurs in Parkinson's disease. The researchers found that targeting NLRP3 could prevent the accumulation of toxic proteins in the brain, which is a hallmark of Parkinson's disease.

"We have used this discovery to develop improved drug candidates that hope to reduce clinical symptoms in people with Parkinson's disease," says Richard Gordon, one of the lead authors of the study. "The research is currently in preclinical stages, and we hope to see clinical trials in the near future.

The disease is currently managed through medication and behavioral therapies, but no cure has been found. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, there were over 1 million people with Parkinson's disease in the United States in 2020, with an estimated 10 million worldwide.

"Our findings suggest that the benefits of NLRP3 inhibition extend beyond the brain, and could potentially have implications for other neurodegenerative disorders," says Gordon. "We're excited about this new approach by focusing on the harms of NLRP3 activation in the brain and preventing the accumulation of toxic proteins in the brain.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Parkinson's disease is "the second most common neurodegenerative disease after Alzheimer's disease." Parkinson's disease is a progressive neurological disorder that affects around 1% of the population over the age of 65.

Alzheimer's disease is a neurodegenerative disorder that affects about 5% of people over the age of 65. The disease is characterized by the accumulation of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the brain, leading to the degeneration of nerve cells.

"Our findings suggest that while addressing NLRP3 may be a promising avenue for treating Parkinson's disease, further research is needed to fully understand its potential benefits and limitations,

According to the CDC, around 500,000 people in the United States are diagnosed with Parkinson's disease each year. The disease is currently managed through medication and behavioral therapies, but no cure has been found.

"Our findings suggest that NLRP3 inhibition could have potential benefits for treating Parkinson's disease, but further research is needed to fully understand its potential benefits and limitations.
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Technology is shaking up the financial industry

Podgers, some stretching back centuries, are of little use to global banks unless they aggressively adapt to new financial technologies. That’s long been true, but the pace of innovation means financial juggernauts now face what one top executive likens to a mass extinction event.

A revolution in financial technology — often shortened to fintech — has propelled an explosion of new entrants who are shaking up the sector. Established giants, for their part, are fighting to adapt, emphasizing that technology may be changing fast but banking fundamentals are not.

“Pedigrees, some stretching back centuries, are of little use to global banks unless they aggressively adapt to new financial technologies,” said John Bird, meanwhile, said that the pace of investment flows into established banks, “very, very daunting.”

What has, he stressed, is the pace of technological development to adapt, emphasizing that technology may be changing fast but banking fundamentals are not.

“There’s been a mass extinction event. The current changes may be happening on an unprecedented scale, but this isn’t the first mass extinction event,” consultancy McKinsey & Company said in a 2016 report.

“So, what is happening now that is so different? That’s long been true, but the pace of innovation means financial juggernauts now face what one top executive likens to a mass extinction event. A revolution in financial technology — often shortened to fintech — has propelled an explosion of new entrants who are shaking up the sector. Established giants, for their part, are fighting to adapt, emphasizing that technology may be changing fast but banking fundamentals are not.

Pedigrees, some stretching back centuries, are of little use to global banks unless they aggressively adapt to new financial technologies. That’s long been true, but the pace of innovation means financial juggernauts now face what one top executive likens to a mass extinction event.

A revolution in financial technology — often shortened to fintech — has propelled an explosion of new entrants who are shaking up the sector. Established giants, for their part, are fighting to adapt, emphasizing that technology may be changing fast but banking fundamentals are not.

“Pedigrees, some stretching back centuries, are of little use to global banks unless they aggressively adapt to new financial technologies,” said John Bird, who heads the World Bank’s fintech unit.

“Very, very daunting”

Most startups have two important challenges: limited cash and manpower. According to this point that the internet has created a barrier to entry for e-commerce businesses, allowing people to start a business with just an idea and a laptop, it’s also created a world where social media platforms are pugging up all the time. How does a company devise their limited resources to the social media outlets that will serve their needs?

If you know the answers to below three questions, it’s easy to puke it down to two or three platforms to dedicate your time to.
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Earth’s oceans have absorbed 60 percent more heat than previously thought, says new study

Since 1991, the world’s oceans have absorbed an amount of heat energy each year that is 150 times the energy humans produce as electricity annually, according to a new study. The strong ocean warming researchers found suggests what Earth is more sensitive to fossil-fuel emissions than previously thought.

Princeton and Scripps researchers report that the world’s oceans absorbed about 33 netjoules—which is to a joke, the standard unit of energy, followed by 22 zeroes—of heat energy each year between 1991 and 2016. That’s 150 times more than each year that the energy humans produce as electricity annually. The estimate is 60 percent higher than that used in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fifth Assessment Report.

The strong ocean warming the researchers found suggests that Earth is more sensitive to fossil-fuel emissions than previously thought.

**Standard unit of energy**

The unit of energy humans produce as electricity annually, followed by 22 zeroes—of heat energy each year between 1991 and 2016. That’s 150 times more than each year that the energy humans produce.

**Volcanic eruption**

An eruption that is 0.14 degrees Fahrenheit warmer than 4,050-4,450 feet undersea, associated with the active volcanic basin of the volcanic island.

**Wormhole**

A theoretical solution to Einstein’s field equations for a solution that connects two points in space and time. Some believe they could be the key to overcoming the limitations of the speed of light.

**Submarine flow**

A flow that is directed at ocean currents, often at a rate that is greater than the speed of the ocean.”

**Solar probe**

A spacecraft that is designed to get closer to the Sun than any other object has ever been.

**Earth’s oceans**

The oceans that are 150 times the energy humans produce as electricity annually, according to a new study. The strong ocean warming researchers found suggests what Earth is more sensitive to fossil-fuel emissions than previously thought.

**Science Daily**

A website that publishes scientific news and research.

**Techtimes.com**

A website that publishes technology news.

**The Guardian**

A newspaper that covers science and technology news.

**Endocasts**

Reconstructions of the brains of ancient creatures, used to study their evolution and behavior.

**Malaria**

A disease that is spread by mosquitoes, often carried by a malaria parasite.

**Dogs**

Animals that can detect malaria by sniffing people’s socks.
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Every year many adults all over the world catch infections which can be mostly prevented by vaccination, Fukushima said, such as tetanus, diphtheria, and meningococcal infections. Fluctuating costs and the unavailability of vaccines can easily be avoided by vaccination.

Advanced centers in the world have drawn up guidelines for adult vaccination and now Tehran University has done so as well, which means that the number of adults who need vaccines is increasing in the near future.

However, up to this point there has never been any comprehensive programs for adult vaccination, especially for those who might be suffering from liver cancer. Thirdly, the need for vaccination is not limited to people suffering from liver cancer, but also to people suffering from other diseases such as diabetes and chronic lung disease.

Maz Daraz, head of the Iranian Ministry of Health, said: “We estimate that about 50% of the population does not receive vaccination.”

According to the Ministry of Health, the number of adults who received vaccination is about 30% of the total population.

Heatwaves in the UK are lasting twice as long as they did 40 years ago, and are becoming more frequent in the future. “With projections in climate models, it is expected that more prolonged heatwaves will occur in the future. This is due to the increase in global temperatures, which is caused by human activities.”

In line with numerous other research papers on the rise in global temperatures, it is also highlighted how weather patterns are becoming more regional, with a possible regional trend as a result of human impacts on the environment.

According to the UK Climate Report has focused on monthly and yearly statistics, but a new supplement adds a series of indices to the climate data, which is expected to help local authorities to plan for the future.

Flu vaccination lowers your risk of the related heart attacks or other complications of influenza, such as bacterial pneumonia, which is a serious cause of death especially in the elderly and children with pre-existing health conditions. Flu vaccination is recommended for adults and children.

Hepatitis B vaccine lowers your risk of liver cancer. Flu vaccination lowers your risk of liver cancer. Influenza vaccine lowers your risk of flu-related heart attacks or other complications of influenza, such as bacterial pneumonia, which is a serious cause of death especially in the elderly and children with pre-existing health conditions. Subcutaneous vaccination for adults is recommended for adults but unfortunately there are no comprehensive programs for adult vaccinations.

The meeting was well organized and the participants were able to exchange their views and share their experiences. The organizers of the meeting were able to attract a large number of participants from different parts of the country.

The meeting was also a good opportunity for the participants to learn about the latest developments in the field of adult vaccination and to network with other experts in the field.

In conclusion, the meeting was a success and the participants were satisfied with the organization and the topics discussed. The organizers are planning to hold similar meetings in the future to continue the exchange of knowledge and experiences in the field of adult vaccination.
Friedman has long been a vocal critic of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and has advocated for a two-state solution. In his new book, "Two States for Two People: A Plan for Peace in the Middle East," Friedman outlines a comprehensive plan that he believes could lead to a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

Friedman argues that the current two-state solution framework is broken and needs to be reimagined. He proposes a plan that would create a Jewish state in the West Bank, with the Israeli settlements within its borders, and a Palestinian state in the Gaza Strip and the remaining West Bank territories.

The plan also includes provisions for the return of Palestinian refugees, the establishment of a sovereign Palestinian state with full recognition, and the resolution of all final status issues, including Jerusalem, water, and security.

Friedman's plan is controversial and has faced opposition from both sides of the conflict. However, he believes it is the only realistic way to achieve a lasting peace in the region.

The book has received mixed reviews, with some praising Friedman's ideas and others dismissing them as unrealistic. But Friedman remains optimistic about the potential for a peaceful resolution of the conflict.

With Friedman's new book, he continues to be a vocal advocate for a peaceful resolution of the conflict and a two-state solution. His plan may not be the final word on the peace process, but it is a thought-provoking contribution to the ongoing debate.

---

For a complete list of Friedman's books and other resources, please visit his website: [https://www.ampersand.com](https://www.ampersand.com).

---

[Source: The Washington Post]
West Ham ban pitch invaders for life

West Ham United have issued lifetime bans on two supporters for invading the pitch at London Stadium during their 3-1 League Cup defeat by Bristol City.

"West Ham can confirm that following two incidents of pitch invasion during the match on Monday evening, individuals have been arrested and charged by the police," the Premier League club said in a statement.

"Enraging the pitch is a criminal offence that will not be tolerated by the club. As part of our zero tolerance policy, the two individuals will be banned for life from London Stadium with immediate effect."

In March, the club banned five people for invading the London Stadium pitch during a 0-0 draw with Everton.

An unspecified number of fans also suffered the same fate for partaking in the same activities against Manchester City.

In September 2018, West Ham supporters have long been dissatisfied over the club’s owners, the Karren Brady and David Sullivan, following their decision to move away from the Boleyn Ground to the £1 billion Olympic Stadium.

Manchester United to review security measures after fans storm pitch

Manchester United will review security measures after thousands of fans invaded the pitch at the end of the Premier League match against Bournemouth.

"Caring a child’s miniature plastic gun into a stadium is clearly an irresponsible act. Fortunately, the action of the pitch invader at the Juventus game did not have any harm," the BHRFC expressed.

"However, as the security and safety of all fans and staff is the absolute priority, the club launched an investigation. This includes a full review of our already rigorous security protocols," the club said.

Following the match, two intruders were arrested for field invasions by two spectators during the 0-1 home defeat by Juventus. They have until Nov. 22 to respond.

In 2016, United fans invaded Millwall’s stadium before a Premier League game against the Mariners when coming on as a substitute in a friendly game against a local Central Coast select team on August 31.

Manchester United will leave their pitch at the end of the season after a pitch invasion by thousands of fans.

Usain Bolt’s trial date set at Central Coast Mariners, will leave club

American sprint legend Usain Bolt’s trial date has been set for Central Coast Mariners.

The Mariners were looking for a deal with the Jamaican sprinter to extend his contract as a player-coach with the Mariners until the end of this year.

However, during the Mariners’ trial at Manly, Bolt was found guilty of bringing his team into disrepute.

Bolt and the Mariners entered into a joint venture in 2017, with Bolt as a ‘player-coach’ and a part-time coach.

The Mariners were seeking a deal with the Jamaican sprinter to extend his contract as a player-coach with the Mariners until the end of this year.

The club was seeking a deal with Bolt to become a full-time coach at the Mariners.

The Mariners were seeking a deal with Bolt to become a full-time coach at the Mariners.

Bolt was looking to extend his contract with the Mariners, which is currently due to expire at the end of the A-League season.
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The Marines Usain Bolt has been ruled out of the剩下的比赛 season due to knee injury.

North and South Korea set to combine for Tokyo 2020 and co-host 2032 Olympics

North and South Korea are planning to com- Bahn said the premier league club has offered the they have already spent six weeks on the sidelines this season.
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North and South Korea are planning to co-host the 2032 Olympics after Tokyo 2020, which will be the first joint Olympic hosting in history.

The two Koreas have indicated that they will work together to co-host the 2032 Olympic Games, with Seoul expected to bid for the Olympics in 2026.

The Korean Olympic Committee said on Thursday that the two Koreas had agreed on a joint Olympic bid in 2026.

"The two Koreas will work together to co-host the 2032 Olympic Games," the KOC said in a statement.

"This decision was made during a meeting of the two Koreas' Olympic committees," it added.

The two Koreas have been neighbors for more than 60 years and have competed in international sports competitions as separate entities.

But they have worked together in several areas, including the joint performance of athletes at the Winter Olympics and the Paralympics.

The two Koreas have been working towards reconciliation and cooperation in sports as a means to promote peace and understanding between the two nations.

They have agreed to co-host the 2032 Olympics, which will be the first joint Olympic hosting in history, following the success of the 2018 Winter Olympics and Paralympics in South Korea.

North and South Korea have been exploring the possibility of co-hosting the 2028 Olympic Games, with the two Koreas expressing a desire to work together in the face of pressures from the International Olympic Committee (IOC).

"We are considering the possibility of co-hosting the 2028 Olympic Games," the KOC said in a statement.

"We believe that a joint bid would help to promote peace and reconciliation between the two Koreas."
Persepolis set to make history against Kashima

First Announcement

Persepolis, the Iranian football club aiming to become the first team from the Islamic Republic of Iran to win the AFC Champions League, are determined to make history as they prepare to face Kashima Antlers in the final of the prestigious tournament.

Persepolis have a strong squad, with stars like Ali Alipour, who is their top marksman, and Persepolis captain Ali Alipour, who will be leading his team in the final. The Iranians are playing for national pride, as Ali Alipour insists Persepolis are playing for national pride as the Iranian side prepare to take on Kashima.

The 28-year-old striker is a proven goal-scorer who netted 18 times during the tournament, establishing himself as one of the most lethal strikers in Asia.

Kashima Antlers, on the other hand, are determined to maintain their perfect record at home and win the title. Their home advantage will be crucial as they prepare to face a formidable opponent in Persepolis.

The final is a game of 180 minutes and we must concentrate on the two matches ahead, said head coach Go Aiwa. Our target is to win the title and we will be playing the first half on our own turf.

The work permit issues were the only thing standing in Forest’s way of signing a contract with Nottingham Forest. It is reported that a move for a new striker is in advance and the club is working hard to finalize the deal.

Iranian international forward Karim Ansarifard is reportedly close to signing a contract with Nottingham Forest. The deal would be a major coup for the club, who are determined to end their goal-scoring drought.

The 28-year-old striker is a proven goal-scorer who netted 18 times during the tournament, establishing himself as one of the most lethal strikers in Asia.
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The 28-year-old striker is a proven goal-scorer who netted 18 times during the tournament, establishing himself as one of the most lethal strikers in Asia.
“The Dark Room” named best at HANIFF

IRANIAN EXHIBIT HONORS MARTYRED DIVERS

Oprah backs Stacey Abrams in historic governor’s race

Nетписи release three films in theaters ahead of online debut

Jane Fonda, Amy Schumer among stars to appear on U.S. voter telethon

Fatemeh Motamed-Arya on panel of Thessaloniki film festival

Iranian association to commemorate Tahereh Saffarzadeh

The American actor, best known for playing Captain Kirk in the TV series "Star Trek" and the 1979 film "Star Trek: The Motion Picture," has died at age 91. (cnn.com)

A poster for "The Fish Never Die" exhibit in Tehran’s Shabnam Gallery. The movie "The Fish Never Die" is a new work by Bahram Bekhradnia, one of the most prominent Iranian filmmakers. (cnn.com)